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Subject: PDS CCB: SCRs 206, 228, and 229 all pass with without disagreement
Date: Wednesday, August 8, 2018 at 5:51:52 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Steven Joy
To: EXTERNAL-Stein, Tom (6900-Affiliate), Crichton, Daniel J (3902), Joyner, Ronald (398G), Hughes,

John S (398B), amacfarl@sciops.esa.int, dheather@cosmos.esa.int, Gopala Krishna, EXTERNAL-
Mafi, Joseph N (4600-Affiliate), Morgan, Thomas H. (GSFC-6901), Richard Simpson,
sbesse@sciops.esa.int, Susan Slavney, tanya.lim@sciops.esa.int, Yukio Yamamoto, Jesse Stone, Law,
Emily S (3980), Lynn Neakrase, Ma^ Tiscareno, EXTERNAL-Showalter, Mark R (4500-Affiliate),
EXTERNAL-Mar_nez Sanmar_n, Santa (3266-Affiliate), Todd King, Trent M Hare, Mark Bentley

CC: Ed Guinness

Folks -

All three of the SCRs before the CCB passed without any dissen_ng votes. Votes were not provided by the RMS or
IPDA groups. All others voted yes or consented on all three SCRs.

-Steve-

On 8/2/2018 1:44 PM, Steven Joy wrote:

Folks -

Sorry, I forgot to update the subject line before sending out the last e-mail.

-Steve-

On 8/2/2018 1:39 PM, Steven Joy wrote:

Folks -

Three new SCRs were forwarded to us for review by the DDWG by way of Emily. All of
these passed the DDWG with 9-0 votes for each so they are likely good candidates for an
e-vote. However, as always, anyone is free to ask for a telecon to discuss one or more of
these issues. The SCRs for our considera_on are:

CCB-229 Spurious Local_Internal_Reference in Array objects
CCB-228 Bad reference in defini_on for external_source_product_id
CCB-206 Add DOI to Cita_on_Informa_on

Since we're geing close to the next build freeze date, and I'd like to not delay these and
extra week just because I couldn't get the e-mail out before 10 am. So, I will extend the
date for vo_ng un_l Wednesday 8/8 at 10 am. If anyone calls for a telecon, we will s_ll
hold that on Tuesday at 8:30 PDT but the votes won't be final un_l the next day. I expect
to do maintain this vo_ng/debate schedule for the next few weeks un_l ajer the freeze
date (Thurs, 8/16). This will allow us to consider items from the DDWG up un_l 8/9.

Lastly, Emily informs me that the DDWG plans to pass us two addi_onal items for our
review on Tuesday that they would like to have available for the build. This is just a heads
up that more items are coming soon. As an FYI, I'm on travel next week, out on the 9th
and 10th. I will have my computer with me so I can announce the results of an e-vote but

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-229
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-228
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-206
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any telecon would need to be postponed un_l the following week.

-Steve-


